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2002
HOW IT STARTED

- NuNET
- DONATION FROM FORMER HEAD OF STATE GEN. ABDULSALAMI ABUBAKAR
- MacArthur Foundations
COMPUTER UNITS

- Computer Center: - Training
- MIS: - Students Academic & Biodata Information
- NuNet: e-mail facilities
- Library Information Systems: - Advance Stage of Development
How revenue is Generated in these Units

- Computer Centre: From Training Programmes they run
- MIS don’t generate revenue
- NuNet: From services they provide
Maintenance

- Minor Faults: Technicians within the University
- Major Faults: Contractors
Local Area Network Available in:

- Accounting Department
- KIL (Main Library)
- Bursary
- Computer Center
- MIS
- NuNET
- Library & Information Dept.

With a minimal of 5 systems each.
The University is in the Processes of Developing its Intranet
HOW IT BEGAN

- NUGA Games
- 1ST CAFÉ IN FACULTY OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN WITH 15 WORKSTATIONS
- 2 OTHER CAFES IN IAR AND KONGO ALREADY IN FULL OPERATIONS EACH WITH 20 WORK STATIONS
A CAFÉ DEDICATED TO STUDENTS IN ADVANCE STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT WITH A WORKSTATION OF 65
OPERATION OF THE CAFE

- SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATORS FROM THE COMPUTER CENTER
- THE NETWORK ASSISTANCES ARE DRAWN FROM STUDENT POPULATION
- A MINIMAL FEE IS CHARGE FOR BROWSING & E-MAILING
- CAFÉ’ OPEN FROM 8.00am to 10.00pm DAILY WITH THE EXCEPETION OF SUNDAYS
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER

- OUR ISP IS BASED IN KANO ECNX
- IN THE PROCESS OF ACQUIRING OUR V-SAT